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Students Bugged:
Food Manager Explains; Health Dept. Agrees-Pg. 2

Spirit Here
Not Lacking;
College Is Not
High School
By Terri Winkelmann
FontBanner Staff
The Fontbonne campus is not
lacking in spirit, according to
Father Jack Fleming, vice Presi
dent of Student Affairs. “If you measure spirit by some
kind of a high school standard of
loudness, drum beating, razz-ama-tazz — then there's not
much," he said. “That’s not our
character. We’re not in the busi
ness of entertainment,” he said,
“we’re in the business of educa
tion.”
Agreeing that there are dif
ferent needs of different groups on
campus such as the commuter,
the dorm student and the working
student, Fr. Jack said, “This is
serious business for a lot of folks,
and most people don’t have a
whole lot of time to play at going
to college.”
Concerning the number of stu
dents who work long hours and
make time to attend Fontbonne,
Fr. Jack views them as showing a
spirit that says Fontbonne is very
important to them.
“Someone else who can breeze
See SPIRIT, Page 2

PR Office
Is Honored
By Stacy Wesley
FontBanner Staff
Fontbonne’s Office of Public
Relations has been honored
with a variety of awards from
the Council for the Advance
ment and Support of Education
(CASE).
The organization’s District
VI recently awarded our PR of
fice, headed by Marie L.
McGeehan, director, the Pub
lications Sweepstakes Award
for institutions with fewer than
1,000 full-time equivalent stu
dents.
The award recognizes efforts
in magazine communications,
writing and advertising.
First place award of Excep
tional Achievement for magazine/newspaper/tabloid was
given to the Fontbonne College
Magazine.
Another first place award
was given for Exceptional
Achievement award for adver
tising.
Other honors included a third
place Award of Merit for peri
odical cover design and an
Award of Excellence for news/
sports photography.
McGeehan’s general duties
are planning and directing ad
vertising, publicatons and pub
licity efforts for the College.
Her response to the awards
was, “I care about the College
and how its image is projected.
Excellence in these efforts re
sult in positive perceptions of
Fontbonne.”
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Diners Tell Experiences
BUGGED ABOUT THE DINING HALL
FC residents show feelings about unwelcome guests in Dining Hall.

FC
Food Good
To the FontBanner:

In response to a recent letter
to the editor, I’d like to say that
I found the Fontbonne cafeteria
clearly preferable to what is
available on the Washington U.
campus. If Fontbonne students
had to put up with Saga Food
Service, they’d really have
something to gripe about.
Juanita Saunders is a model
of efficiency, helpfulness and
friendliness - if everyone on
our campuses worked as she
does, they’d be the envy of col
leges everywhere. Mary Brad
ford is aiways cheerful and
kind, too. Show them you ap
preciate their work and atti
tude.
Sincerely,
G. Gavin
Washington U. student
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T-SHIRT TREND
Expressive art form designed by stu
dents Jill Dowmen & Tammy Ring.

Home Ec Active In
Child Advocacy Day

CHILD ADVOCATES

the steps of the state Capitol are (L-R) EC majors Veronica OhnePictured on the steps of the state Capitol are
----------mus, Mary Daly, Karen Adion and Karen Mead.

By Veronica Ohnemus
FontBanner Staff
Members of the Fontbonne
Home Economics Department
participated in Child Advocacy
Day in Jefferson City late last
month.
Child Advocacy Day is held
every year when the new legisla
ture convenes. It has been going
on for over five years.
Fontbonne participants arrived
at the Capitol building in time to
hear Joseph O’Hara, Director of

Day Care Services, speak in the
Governor’s behalf on children and
the budget.
Following this, Senator John
Scott spoke on the same topic
from the Senate’s point of view.
Speaking for the House was Bob
Griffin, Representative in District
10 (Cameron).
After the lunch break, partici
pants were given the chance to sit
in on one of five sessions concern
ing children and the legislature.
See HOME EC, Page 2

By Crystal Hubbard
FontBanner Staff
A student dining in Fontbonne’s
Dinning Hall carefully inspects
his silverware before placing it on
his tray while in line to be served.
This student holds each forkfull
of food up to the light, carefullly
examining it before putting it in
his mouth. He begins to chew slowly — so that he may be able to
identify what he’s eating.
This student is not alone. With
so many complaints from stu
dents about the general cleans
liness and insect problem in Fontbonne’s Dining Hall, it would be
wise to inspect your food before
eating it.
The most serious complaints be
gan at the latter part of last
semester. Sharia Ripley, a res
ident freshman, found a roach
baked into a piece of pizza.
Melissa Albertemst discovered
a roach disguised with salad
dressing in her salad. Michelle
Howie, Tammy Ring, and
Stephanie Golden reported seeing
roaches and bees in the dry condi
ments of the salad bar.
Andy Beckerman watched with
dark amusement as a roach
casually strolled across the face
of the soda machine in broad day
light, as people were helping
themselves to soda.
Pat Sheahan found a roach
magically adhered to his knife
during dinner. Beth Ringo was un
fortunate enough to have a roach
in her spaghetti.
Debbie Kauffman was a bit
luckier; she discovered a roach
next to her plate on her tray, and
even then she only got half.
The list of students who have
found roaches where roaches
ought not be goes on. The most
conclusive reports of roaches in
the cafeteria come from Kym
Boyd and Patrice Cummings, res
ident freshman who recently
worked in the kitchen preparing
food for a Preview dinner.
They described the roach situa
tion as follows: “When they turn
the stove on, after it’s cooled down
for a while, roaches come swarm
ing out of the stove.
“They must like to hide there
at night.”
This was what Patrice had to
say, adding that, “It’s not really
dirty or anything back there (in
the kitchen) but I really don’t
know how the roaches get into the
food.”
Kym Boyd, at the risk of in
criminating herself, simply
agrees with Patrice’s comments.
A notice sent to residents by Fr.
Jack Fleming explained what was
done, while all boxed and canned
goods from the kitchen have been
See TELL, Page 2
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through college; who’s being put
through school and has a lot of
time to party,” makes a different
use of the school.
“Dorm students tend to be more
involved. There tends to be a little
more identification with some
aspects of student life.”
Fr. Jack noted that we have a
winning soccer team; an excel
lent theater with regular perform
ances and various other student
activities such as a Lecture
Series, art openings, and of
course, dances.
“If your measure of spirit is
attendance at student activities,
then student-sponsored social
activities are well-attended. If it’s
a lecture or art opening — not so
well-attended generally by stu
dents unless they are in a particu
lar department.
“Theater productions are pret
ty well-attended. Events that are
part of college life here are for the
most part fairly well-attended.”
Looking to the future, Fr. Jack
feels that spirit at Fontbonne can
only rise. “We’re planning the
first serious Homecoming next
year. There’s some things hap
pening that I think will increase
that fun spirit. The SGA works
hard. They really want people to
enjoy their time here.”
Father also mentioned that the
administration is aware of certain
areas which could be built up to
strengthen social spirit at Font
bonne.
“We’re in the process of talking
with Concordia Seminary about
the possibility of using its facili
ties as our own gymnasium. That
will provide another outlet for
people who have time to take
advantage of.”
Father Jack noted at the start
that it's hard to get a handle on
what spirit is. “That’s so elusive
and hard to pin down that there’s
bound to be different points of
view.”
But he sees a central issue in
contention as a misunderstanding
of the difference between a fun,
social spirit; a high school spirit
and a positive, supportive campus
attitude about faculty, staff and
students regarding the college
family.
Recalling an article in Novem
ber’s FontBanner describing
President Dunham’s inauguration
and an editorial charging the stu
dent body with embarrassing
apathy, Fr. Jack said he felt the
issue was mishandled by the
editor.
“The editor, instead of focusing
on the story of the inauguration,
chose to illustrate his point that
there was student apathy.
“I didn’t see that necessarily as
a lack of school spirit so much as
being a lack of information; that
this was a college function and I
had a lot to do with [students’]
own lives. ’ ’ (The FontBanner pre
viewed the event in October on the
front page.)
“A lot of student involvement
has to do with the level of faculty
involvement and faculty loyalty to
the college.” He went on to con
trast the inauguration with the re
cent Martin Luther King Day
observance, where “student re
sponse was excellent, as was
faculty and staff response.”
Father recognizes also the pro
blem of students’ lack of time to |
get to know how the campus |
operates and learn of its events.
Despite the number of bulletin
boards around school, people hur
rying to a class that only meets
once a week don’t seem to read
about events that they may other-
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SPIRIT LIVES
Dean of Students, Fr. Jack Fleming, breaks for FontBanner photo.
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relocated to the Presidential Din
ning Room.
This is not to hide the food from
the roaches. This is to prevent
“Even the cleanest restau
rants in the world have
roaches.” says Joel Patrick,
Administrative Chief for St.
Louis County Department of
Health.
Wooded areas and vending
machines contribute more to
roach infestation than an un
clean kitchen Patrick sajd.
Patrick’s comments came
following an inspection of Fontbonne’s dining hall in response
to a student complaint. A roach
population was found during
the inspection but was cor
rected with proper chemical
spraying.
“F'ontbonne is inspected
every 90 days,” says Patrick.
“The inspector has a list of
things to look for from food
temperature and clean can
openers to visible thermome
ters.” .
“Fontbonne retains its grade
‘A’ rating — the best available
from St. Louis County,” said
Patrick. Grades of ‘B’ and ‘C’
can also be given.
Another unannounced inspec
tion will be made in two weeks
to insure the roach problem has

wise like to participate in.
Fr. Jack summed up by notic
ing
some
measures of
Fontbonne’s community spirit;
alumni, transfer students and
visitors.
“The bottom line is how you feel
about the place after you're gone.
The percentage of alumni who
give to the college is much higher
than the national average of col
leges. Apparently Fontbonne con
tinues to mean a lot to its gradu
ates,” he said.
Many former students return to
Fontbonne to pick up additional
degrees or just for the experience
of continuing their development in
an environment that has com
munity spirit.
Concerning the great number of
students who have been to other
schools and may have experi

contamination by the toxic chem
icals in the poison being used to
exterminate. Though it will take
quite a while to eliminate the
problem, it at least is finally being
treated.

been taken care of.
Jim Love, manager of Fontbonne’s food service, says he
will be prepared for the upcom
ing inspection. “The roaches
are here . . . WE’RE here, says
Love.
“With each delivery (food),
comes the probability of bring
ing in a new strain (of roach),”
he said. “Cardboard boxes
bring on the chance of a roach
or its eggs being in the box.”
Love added that he needed
the help of The FontBanner to
tell students what the problems
of the cafeteria are, and what is
being done to amend them.
“We’ve begun a total exter
mination on the Health Depart
ment’s recommendation. The
dry goods storeroom is being
painted white to capture more
light and fans are being installed
to aid ventilation.” Roaches
breed in damp, dark places.
When asked if any other prob
lems existed in the kitchen be
sides the roaches, Love re
sponded, “Our rating is still an
‘A’ and that rating has never
been in jeopardy.”
enced larger facilities; a wider
range of social events and possi
bly a more intense “party”
atmosphere, Fr. Jack said, “Our
biggest boosters are students who
have been to other universities
and colleges, and who transfer
here.
“Most of our students are here
because they want to be; they like
it. People who visit this campus
generally came away with a sense
of ‘There’s a nice spirit there;
kind of a family spirit.’ It’s a dif
ferent kind of spirit. I’d like for
more of a fun spirit — and that
happens now and then.”
“But there is a possibly more
important spirit alive on campus
today. A supportive sense of com
munity that survives after the
last Bash of the year and the final
final exam.”

Topics included:
“Funding for Children” spon
sored by the Children’s Budget
Coalition and led by Phyllis
Rozansky;
“Child Care Issues” sponsored
by the Association for the Educa
tion of Young Children (AEYC),
the Child Day Care Association of
St. Louis, and the KCMC Child De
velopment Corporation, led by
Gail Carlson;
“Child Abuse and Neglect Is
sues” sponsored by the Missouri
Association for Social Welfare
and the Community Council on
Child Abuse and Neglect led by
Peter DeSimone;
“Children With Special Needs”
sponsored by the Missouri Protec
tion and Advocacy Services and
the Missouri Mental Health Asso
ciation led by Dick Becker;
“Foster Care and Adoption Is
sues” sponsored by Missouri
Foster Care and Adoption Associaion, Missouri Child Care Asso
ciation and the State Advisory
Committee on Adoption, led by
Monique Griffith.
The next hour was spent roam
ing around the Capitol Building
and visiting with various senators
and representatives in their var
ious offices.
The day concluded with a hear
ing of the House Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families
chaired by the Rep. Kaye Stein
metz (Florissant).
Throughout the day, the Font
bonne students met various adzocates of legislation involving
children. Among those discussing
funding were Kathy Thornburg,
state co-chair of the Public Policy
Committe for the AEYC and chair
of the Missouri Alliance for Chil
dren, Youth, and Families;
Dwayne Crompton, Executive Di
rector KCMC Child Development
Corporation (Kansas City); and
Steinmetz.
Attending from Fontbonne were
Early Childhood majors Karen
Mead, Karen Adlon, Mary Daly
and this reporter and professors
in the Home Economics Depart
ment Lee Ann Reat and Judy
Kulczycki.
All agreed it was an interesting
experience but said Daly, “It was
all very frustrating. I mean I at
tended the session on funding and
all the people there seemed to be
beating their heads against the
wall and they knew it.
“But they also knew they had to
do it, or there wouldn’t be any
money (for children) at all.”

Theater Review
By Keith Yex
FontBanner Staff
Jack Heifner’s comedy,
“Vanities,” was presented as a
senior project by Kim Furlow last
month. The play was produced by
her and directed by Kate Durbin
Linder.
The plot of “Vanities” centers
around the lives of three close
friends: Joanne, portrayed by
Kim; Kathy by Shae Marie Wolf,
and Mary by Maria Allen.
The story began with the girls
as senior high school cheerleaders
as they prepared for a pep rally
and homecoming dance. Their
personalities start to blossom dur
ing this scene.
The play was very well-acted by
all and I really enjoyed reliving
the past with Joanne, Kathy and
Mary.
I was, however, disappointed
over the lack of student attend
ance at this free play. Has Font
bonne lost its interest in culture?
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(The following letter was received by The FontBanner through the chan
nels normally used by College authors submitting material for publica
tion. Because this letter was not labeled as a personal communication to
Faculty Advisor Martin Gerchen, it is published here as a letter to the
school newspaper. Mr. Gerchen’s reply can be found below the author's
signature. Had this letter been identified as a personal message, that
sentiment would have been respected and the letter would not have been
printed.)

Mr. Gerchen:
As a professional journalist and former journalism student, I must
tell you you were wrong to publicly ridicule one of the Font Banner’s con
tributors. In the December issue, you published a letter from a student
complaining about your treatment of an article he had submitted. You
pointed out several spelling errors in the letter and suggested he spend
more time with a dictionary.
I can only assume the copy submitted by the newspaper staff is per
fect. If it is not, you have no reason to single out one contributor for ridi
cule. At the very least, you made public a minor dispute between writer
and editor. At worst, you abused the inherent power that comes with
having the last word.
The FontBanner is often filled with misspellings, typographical er
rors, and other simple mistakes. You even misspelled the student’s
name at the end of the letter, one word the student almost surely spelled
correctly in his original letter. Mistakes are part of learning. The FontBanner, as a laboratory publication, should be a place to learn.
Teach journalism. The FontBanner, prints stories with weak leads,
stories with one source, stories in passive voice, and stories in which the
people “state” instead of “say.” Concentrate on grammar and usage.
Reject copy containing misspelled words until the student corrects it.
Don t try to humiliate someone in print for making mistakes.
What lesson did the students learn from your treatment of that let
ter? They learned that Martin Gerchen is not above using the student
newspaper as his personal weapon. You took a letter addressed to you
and printed it with your response. It was not a letter to the editor.
If you are the editor, put your name on the masthead as editor. If
you are the faculty advisor, advise. Don’t list yourself as an observer
when, in truth, you run the paper.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey F. Cleveland
Assistant Director
Public Relations
Fontbonne College
(Dear Jeff ; As a former journalist, you should know that newspa
pers desire two-way communication with readers, which is why letters,
critical or otherwise, are printed, along with appropriate responses. Be
fore I printed the response to which you object, I submitted it for approv
al to the Chairperson of my department. She read it; laughed; said it ap
peared to have been done in good taste and told me to run it. You are now
in the position of being non academic staff criticizing the judgment of
someone you are paid to serve. Next, the student for whom you grieve
decided to enroll in my course; he told me he understood my motivation
in sniping at him and that he enjoyed the controversy. He has become an
active participant on the paper and is gracing it with his considerable
output of interesting work. He is a sophomore, but he understood what I
was doing. You, however, as an adult, are still confused on what was in
tended and who I am. I can’t proclaim myself “Editor” because the
Academ ic Dean, in her wisdom, has appointed me “Faculty Advisor. ” If
you don't agree with this title, kindly take this matter up with her.
You’ve already attacked the Chairperson of the English Department in
print; why stop now? Signed — Martin Gerchen)

JOB FAIR
Small college consortium composed of Fontbonne, Harris-Stowe,
Lindenwood, Maryville Colleges and Webster University at
Simon Center, Maryville College,
TIME: 9-1 Friday February 28, 1986.
At this date over 30 employers are expected.
Student must dress in business attire with resumes’ in hand.
The purpose is to bring students and employers together for an ini
tial screening; no individual appointments are to be scheduled
in advance.
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TO: Fontbonne College Residents
FROM: Fr. Jack Fleming, V.P. for Student Affairs
DATE: January 27, 1986
RE: Status of insect problem/cleanliness on campus
At the college’s executive council meeting Friday, January 24,
I voiced concern about two serious problems, both of which relate to
the dining hall; one with the insect problem and the other, the gen
eral cleanliness of the food preparation areas.
Continuous spraying, with appropriate cleaning procedures to
preclude problems with toxic chemicals, has been and will continue
until the problem is resolved. Secondly, a contract has been signed
by Mr. Mel Patton, V.P. for Finance, to have the kitchens thorough
ly and professionally steam-cleaned. Mr. Jim Love is in full concur
rence.
Our standards of cleanliness in food preparation areas and in
the residence halls must be exacting and of the highest order.
You can assist by continuing to keep me informed of conditions
as you experience them, and in the residence halls, by always being
part of the solution and not the problem.
At this point (1/27/86) appropriate measures are being taken;
hopefully they will be successful. If they are not, we’ll find ones that
are.
______________________________ ________ Thanks

Four New Trustees Named
By Stacy Wesley
FontBanner Staff
Sister Marie Charles Buford,
Arthur De Stefano, The Most
Reverend Edward J. O’Donnell
and Henrietta B. Osterholt are
Fontbonne’s Board of Trustees
newly elected members.
Sister Buford currently serves
Carondelet Community Better
ment Federation, Inc. as execu
tive director. She has held the
position since 1977.
Because of her accomplish
ments she received a St. Louis
Globe Democrat Woman of
Achievement Award and the Mis
souri Community Betterment
Governor’s Award in 1979.
In 1946, Sr. Buford earned a
bachelor’s degree in economics
from the College. She received an
honorary degree from the Univer
sity of Missouri at St. Louis in
1980.
Sister Marie Charles was hon
ored by Mayor Vincent C. Schoemehl, Jr. for her efforts to restore
the Carondelet Community and
Lower Bellerive Park. Due to her
efforts, Lower Bellerive Park be
came Sister Marie Charles Park.
She also serves on the boards
of: City of St. Louis’s Operation
Brightside; Planned Industrial
Expansion Authority; Human De
velopment Corporation.

Arthur De Stefano is resident
vice-president of Merrill Lynch
Pierce Fenner and Smith Inc. in
Clayton.
He has previously served on the
board of directors of the Florida
National Bank. He earned his
bachelor’s degree in accounting
from Pace College in New York in
1962.
The Most Reverend Edward J.
O’Donnell, D.D., is Vicar General
to the Archdiocese of St. Louis. He
was named Auxiliary Bishop of
St. Louis in 1984.
He is currently a member of the
United States Catholic Conference
Communications Committee.
He has won the Golden Dozen
Award given by the International
Association of Weekly Newspaper
Editors and is a former editor of
the St. Louis Review.
He attended St. Louis Prep
Seminary, and Kenrick Semi
nary.
Henrietta B. Osterholt is presi
dent of the Roofing Contractors of
Greater St. Louis because she is
the president of South Side Roof
ing Co., Inc.
She serves on the boards of:
Birth Right Member of St. Louis;
the National Roofing Foundation
and is a member of the Presi
dents’ Associates of Fontbonne
College.
Osterholt attended Fontbonne.

Klemm Financial Aid Director
Richard Klemm, new Director
of Financial Aid, feels Fontbonne
is doing very well because of the
federal and institutional help
available.
Klemm’s goals are to continue
to make aid available to all stu
dents who want to attend the Col
lege and achieve their goals.
The new director has over 20
years’ experience in higher
education administration, includ
ing 10 years as director of finan
cial aid and placement at Parks
College of St. Louis University.
Klemm was at Shimer College
as Admissions Counselor in 1963;
Director of Financial Aid in 1965
and Registrar in 1968.
He is a member of the following
organizations: Illinois Asso
ciation of Student Financial Aid
Administrators; Mid West
Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators; National
Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators and the Mis
souri Association of Student Fi
nancial Aid Personnel.
Klemm’s attraction to the Col
lege was the liberal arts at-

NEW AID DIRECTOR
Financial Aid Director Richard Klemm
comes to FC with 20 years of experi
ence in higher education administra
tion.

mosphere, and the impressive
faculty, staff, and students he has
met, he said.
Klemm and his wife, Ann, re
side in Belleville, Illinois. She is a
remedial reading teacher in Caho
kia and attends SIU in Edwards
ville. Their son Richard has earn
ed a Masters degree in Recrea
tional Administration from Indi
ana University.
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FREETHROW FORM
Freshman Guard JoAnne Barton raises score against Wash U.

I am writing this personalized
piece to make one point: organiz
ed sports aren’t always played to
win or lose.

At big colleges and universities,
athletics is just another business;
school-employers pay athlete
employees with scholarship
— trinket wages to perform the
service of playing ball so the
school-employer can profit from
consumer-fans.
Well in case nobody’s noticed,
F'ontbonne isn’t exactly a Big
Eight Conference power. And I, as
a member of the Fontbonne Ath
letic Association, don’t give a
damn.
Now I like the thrill of victory as
much as the next athlete, but
that’s not the only reason I play.
In fact, for me, it’s one of the add
ed extras, not one of the neces
sities.

I participate in the athletic pro
gram at FC because I love my
sport, and more importantly, for
the lifetime friends I make play
ing that sport. Often, those friends

are the only reason I continue to
play when all other aspects are at
the breaking point.

My teammates and I not only
practice together, but we party
together and talk to each other on
and off the court; before, during,
and after the season, which is
more than I can say for some of
the teams here at FC. In short, I
would trust my life to my team
mates (and in many games I’ve
felt we were fighting for our lives;
court encounters of the worst
kind) because I know they’ll be
there when I need them.

There is still a chance for any of
you who would like to feel this uni
que comraderie. Softball tryouts
are blooming in a few weeks;
volleyball and soccer tryouts are
in the fall, and there’s always bas
ketball next winter.
The Fontbonne Athletic Asso
ciation is a great organization to
belong to — win, lose, or draw. Be
involved now, because college
eligibility only comes around
once.
—ByV.O.

I’m so mad I could just spit. How would you, being the decent, moral
and upstanding American that I’m assuming you are, feel if I told you
that I have finally found a constructive use for profanity? Well I have.
Since television’s invention, it has been used not only for the purpose
of entertainment, but also to express opinions and confront controver
sial issues.
It has become an invaluable means to an end in many such in
stances. The coverage of the Vietnam War, for example, brought it into
the homes of all Americans, caring and apathetic alike.
Most thought this to be a disgusting and abnormal method of report
ing. However, it did force Americans to acknowledge just exactly what
their fighting men were involved in.
It made everyone question the virtue of the soldier, and moreover,
to question the necessity for any war in the first place.
It affected those not directly affected by the war, and in doing so,
helped to bring about the long-overdue withdrawal of American flesh
and blood from a place where it did not belong.
However, I do not discredit any sacrifice or heroic efforts put forth
by those Americans who fought in Vietnam; they were simply doing
their duty as Americans.
A barrage of stomach-wretching reports has filled the airways since
then, in hopes of bringing much-needed public attention to such contro
versial issues. But not everyone accepts the validity of such methods.
One must admit, however, that issues addressed on TV do receive
national attention, and this must be good in some instances.
But when does the good become the bad? Is it okay, for example, for
dozens of reporters to invade the personal privacy of remaining family
members when a disaster occurs? What does this accomplish?
I will never forget watching the news one afternoon when a reporter
demanded from the mourning widow of a victim in a then-recent act of
terrorist in the Middle East: “How did you feel when you saw the terror
ist pull the trigger only inches away from your husband’s head — as the
blood spilled over his clothes?”
What did this reporter expect to hear? What did we wdtehing the
news at home expect to hear — “Who’s going to balance my checkbook
from now on?”
Of course not, but we never did hear, for the grieving woman’s an
swer was too jumbled by her gasps of horror and outbursts of despair.
She was still in shock.
I ask again, what did that reporter’s question accomplish? Are the
men in Washington so cold-blooded and apathetic that they need to see
compounded human suffering over and over on the air before proper at
tention be given to this kind of issue?
I would like to think not. We can do little to combat terrorism on for
eign soil, as has been proven again and again, and it saddens me greatly
to watch the remaining families become also-victims of the pain-thirsty
reporters on American soil.
Which is of the greater degradation to the individual; the terrorist
act itself, or the reporting of it afterwards?
The most recent reporter-victims of such tragedies are the families
of those who lost their lives on the mysterious and unexpected space
shuttle explosion.
The astronauts involved received little attention, yet nearly 18 hours
of close-ups of the family watching the event, as well as neighbors ’ opin
ions, etc., were dedicated to the unlucky teacher involved.
This is partly because the astronauts knew quite well the possibility
of such a disaster, and that the teacher was a representative of the
American public.
But even these are not good enough reasons. Who cares how Nancy
Reagan reacted as she watched the event? It was not as if Ronald Rea
gan, NASA engineers, or any one else for that matter, intended or sus
pected such a disaster to occur.
If you are wondering how the use of profanity fits into all of this, lis
ten closely. There is still one word that the press will not report, and that
is the big “F” word.
Should, God forbid, any of your relatives ever become involved in a
disaster: when the reporters inhumanly barrage you with stupid ques
tions, simply respond by repeating the big “F” word over and over.
It is a commonly-used expression of anger and despair, but more
ifnportantly, no one will watch your grief on the news that night, or for
the next 18 hours for that matter.
—By Ray Pohlkotte

Athletic Association Lists '86 Goals
By Veronica Ohnemus
FontBanner Staff
Before classes ended last
December, the Fontbonne Ath
letic Association (FAA) held the
second annual elections to desig
nate officers for the FAA commit
tee.
Returning are Co-President
Tim McDermott (soccer) and
Basketball Rep Veronica Ohne
mus.
Newly-elected officers are Co
President Shelley Ellmo (basket
ball), Volleyball Rep Lisa Moritz,
and Soccer Rep Jerry Amsler.
“They’re wonderful,” com
mented Lee O’Donnell, Director
of Student Activities and Ath
letics, “New blood and new enthu
siasm.”
When interviewed by the FontBanner, the “new blood” all had

different reasons for wanting to
be an FAA officer.
Freshman Amsler said he’s
where he is simply because he
was nominated and thought he’d
do it. Sophomore Shelley Ellmo
feels the basketball team is al
ways being looked over and left
out, so she ran for the FAA co
presidency in hopes of remedy
ing the situation.
“I want to increase participa
tion of athletes in school func
tions,” said Freshman Lisa
Moritz.
The lack of fan support at sport
ing events is common knowledge
among the athletes here at Font
bonne. New officers agree that
Fontbonne isn’t a sports-oriented
school and that students aren’t in
volved in much besides aca
demics.

Personally, Amsler feels more
faculty and staff members should
go to the games and Moritz thinks
the low attendance is due to the
fact that most of FC’s students
are commuters.
In the opinion of Athletic Direc
tor O’Donnell, the fact that FC
doesn’t have athletic facilities on
campus is the major reason for
minimal fans.
“All the home games are still
away,” she points out. “Last year
games were at Clayton High (for
volleyball and basketball) and
Forest Park (soccer). Playing at
Concordia has really boosted at
tendance this year, especially for
soccer and volleyball.
“Basketball is still rebuilding,”
noted O’Donnell.
Co-President Shelley Ellmo
said, “People don’t come to

basketball games because of our
record. They see the scores and
because we lose by ten they really
don’t think we’re giving 100 per
cent, but we are.”
When asked if they could do
anything at all for the FAA, all of
ficers and O’Donnell agreed
they’d give the athletic program a
bigger budget.
More money is needed for such
things as warm-ups for all the
teams (Moritz); increase publici
ty and provide for ”... higher
class of travel so we don’t have to
cram 29 players and a coach into
two vans” (Amsler); and sched
ule more games and trips for all
the teams but ”... give the basketbal team more scholarships so
they could finish the season with
more than five players” (Elmo).
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By Ray Pohlkotte
FontBanner Staff

Far, far away, in a galaxy which is not entirely unlike our own,
there floats a rather large but insignificant planet which is not entirely
unlike that of our own, by no strange coincidence.
Existing on this planet are many carbon based life forms which are
not entirely unlike those on our planet, and who act much in the way that
beings cursed with similar molecular structure to ours might be ex
pected to act.
Namely, they eat fast foods, watch unrealistic daytime drama, (be
tween commercials) on their televised image receivers, and consider
themselves to be the most technologically advanced race in their uni
verse, which they believe extends no further than 3.5 miles beyond the
outermost of the seven other planets within eyeshot.
They strongly believe that the stars in their sky were placed there
merely for the purpose of a conversational topic. But no one talks about
them anymore, because all of the interesting things to say, like “Wow,
look at the stars, ” and “Gosh, that one twinkles, ” were worn to frazzles
centuries ago.
Most, in fact, do not even acknowledge their existence. Meanwhile,
there is this terrible injustice on their planet which is not entirely unlike
the terrible injustice that exists on our planet.
One of the life forms which existed on this planet had had a rough
day, and decided that she would stop off at the local bar and numbify her
ability to discern good days from bad days. She worked at the local Plastedoid Spaceport Company A for a stoic big wig who manufactured and
sold lemon-oil soaked coasters which, upon regular usage, promised to
reduce household cleaning chores substantially.
Her job was perfectly satisfactory to her liking, other than the fact
that she was often treated like common instant soup by her employer.
But the pay was good, the work was routine, and more importantly,
she did not want to have to go through the melancholy, painstaking task
of finding another, more appropriate job.
•
What if she couldn’t find one? And besides, if there was one thing
that she could count on from the job she had, it was security, which was
largely due to the fact that she designed the company’s only videotext
data, storage machine and was the only one who knew how to operate it.
Once inside the bar, she ordered, received, drank, and ordered an
other drink, completely unaware of the terrible injustice that was going
on.
Her creator, bored with referring to her strictly through the use of
personal pronouns, decided to dub her “Joanna,” and thus it shall be
written.
The recently-dubbed Joanna had had a terrible day because her
boyfriend, dubbed “Henry” at this early reference so as to avoid more
undesirable, ambigious pronoun references altogether, had once again
blown her off for their regularly-scheduled, but rarely successful, ren
dezvous for lunch.
He was, for the most part, her whole life. All of the girls where Jo
anna worked had advised her to find someone else who would, return the
love which she unjustifiably wasted on Henry.
But Joanna had faith that someday soon, her Henry would come
around and begin treating her like the decent, respectable, and similar
to that of our own, carbon-based life form that she was.
Besides, she rationalized, Henry had been nice to her upon several
occasions, occasions which Joanna would often cite in defense of her
constant waiting.
All too often, Joanna would travel across the hardly infinite reaches
of her city to visit Henry, and would always return with news of their
perfectly, wonderfully satisfactory time together.
And each time her friends at work would call her an idiot for doing
so. But Joanna always held firm to the belief that her Henry would come
around soon — even if she had to destroy her liver in the waiting.
She ordered another drink and, “Gosh, ” she thought to herself in a
manner that only I could hear, “When is that Henry ever going to start
treating me with the respect and love I deserve? ”
But several drinks later, Joanna had forgotten her problems and
seemed to be having a wonderful day. She decided to call Henry and tell
him how much she loved him.
“Hello . . . Henry? ” said Joanna with much enthusiasm and notably
— slurred speech patterns. There was a pause at the other end of the
line.
“Joan ... I mean Joanna,” came the familiar, stem, masculine
voice 'of her unjustly — loved one, “have you been drinking again, you
lush?”
“Yesh, I mean no, I mean, ohh, never mind that; how are you hon
ey? You know how much I love you, don’t you?”
“Listen Jane ... I mean Joanna, you know never to call me when
I’m busy with my studies; and I’m busy with them right now. So why
don’t we just meet for lunch tomorrow, okay sweetheart? ”
“That’s what you always tell me,” said Joanna, beginning to sober
up. “Why didn’t you show up for lunch today?”
“Listen Jenna ... I mean Joanna, do you want to have lunch with
me or not?”
“Of course I do,” whimpered Joanna, now in a complete state of
confusion and spinelessness.
“Well then — it’s settled. Bye-Bye, dear. ’’And then there was only a
dial tone.
Joanna walked back to her table looking forward to their meeting
the next day, not realizing that A: Henry drank excessively every night
and that she only drank upon becoming very depressed by his rejec
tions;
B: Henry did not tell her where it was he would meet her for lunch
the next afternoon. But life was good and filled with new hope, and Jo
anna decided to order another drink, although she was not entirely sure
why she was still drinking.
Meanwhile, unknown to Joanna, a tall, dark, and handsome gentle
man had been studying her petite little body while she had been patheti
cally attempting to appeal to Henry on the phone.
And Mr. Wouldprobably B. Perfect, as we shall call him for the sake

REMAINING R.A.’S
L to R: Mary Alice Boyle, Mary Williams, Ann Morrissey, Mary Beth Donze, Kay
Poell and Rich Cummings at a recent meeting. Not pictured Mary Smith.

R.A.’s Are Under Pressure
By Mary Naccarato
FontBanner Staff
Before most of the dorm
students begin their day, the
R.A.’s have already been on duty
for 13 hours. From 6 p.m. on the
previous day, to 7 a.m. the follow
ing morning, the R.A.’s have en
countered everything from open
ing a room to counseling.
The way things run is that a cer
tain number of resident assistants
live and work within the walls of
St. Joe’s Hall and Medaille. The
total number is nine, their work is
divided.
Each member of the team has
been instructed in C.P.R., alcohol
and drug awareness, suicide pre
vention and a number of other
physical and psychological con
cerns.
For 1985-86 these responsibil
ities became a part of the lives of
Ann Morrissey, Kay Poell, Mary
Smith, Rich Cummings, Mary
Beth Donze, Mary Alice Boyle,
Steve Cook, Jim Moll and Mary
Williams because they have an in
terest in campus life.
They are students who live in
the residence halls, go to school,
work and carry at least a 2.0 aver
age.
They carry the pressures of any
college youth and there are times
when the work load becomes
heavier and their backs are
against the wall.
Recently this became the situa
tion for those 9 people. Due to per
sonal reasons, two of the R.A.’s
resigned. Because of this, almost
overnight the staff was left with
two people on the fourth floor of
St. Joe’s; two on the third and one
on second. In Medaille, one person

is on the Mezzanine and only one
on third floor.
Jim Moll was the first person to
withdraw, followed shortly there
after by Steve Cook. However,
neither one resigned because of
anything to do with the job itself.
This left Rich Cummings as the
only male representative, which
according to Kay Poell has made
things a little rough. For Rich, the
added duty of some general main
tenance has become annoying
especially because there is no ex
tra pay.
Also, when the decision was
made not to fill the first empty
position, the R.A.’s wanted to
know what would be done about
salary. (There has not been an in
crease in pay for three years.)
Between the loss of two R.A.’s,
the heavier work load and the pay
dispute, the uncertainty of what
was to happen caused tension
among the assistants. Not only
has this been hard on them but
also on Fr. Jack Fleming, Donna
Crowther, and Dr. Meneve Dun
ham.
Even though the problem began
right before exams in December,
it has taken until now to get sub
stantial results. However, since
January 21, the problems that sat
on the back burner for so long are
now being moved to the front.
Through the efforts of each
R.A., a list of grievances was
compiled for a meeting with Fr.
Jack and Donna (they being the
liason to the President)
Ann Morrissey gathered the
information and acted as spokes
person. As Ann said, “It was a bad
beginning for all; but the situation
has taken a turn for the better.”

of subliminal hints, decided that he would like to pay for the drink which
she was about to inhale.
For he had seen the despair in her eyes, and had heard the same in
her voice, and was deeply moved by her sorrow.
Upon discovery of this, Joanna politely staggered over to his table
and informed him that she “was already taken, thank you, ” and paid for
the drink herself. After which she proceeded to drink her drink and or
der another one, still oblivious to the terrible injustice that was going on.
Well, several months went by, and Henry’s chivalry only mildly im
proved. But the improvements were noticed and greatly over-appreci
ated by Joanna.
She still held the same job, but her spells of depression had radically
increased. One day Joanna thought to herself, “What am I doing? I am
good-looking, intelligent, and deserving. Maybe I could find someone
else who would treat me as I deserve to be treated. ”
But Joanna surpressed this silly notion, and soon, as she had always
hoped, Henry did improve and was regularly taking her out and meeting
her for lunch.
And each time they would meet for lunch, she would return to her of
fice and relate to her friends the perfectly, wonderfully satisfactory
time which she and Henry had recently shared.
And each time she would relate her redundant plight, her friends
would lose a little more respect for her. But it didn’t matter . . . because'
Joanna had obviously lost respect for herself a long time ago.
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Keepin’ On
By Keith Yex
Entertainment Editor
LOCAL MOVIES
RATING SCALE:
= EXCELLENT
•** = GOOD
♦* = FAIR
• = POOR
ESQUIRE
77te Color Purple — Steven Spiel
berg brings to the screen his
adaptation of Alice Walker’s Pu
litzer Prize-winning novel. The
enlighting film is highlighted by
the performances of Whoppi Gold
berg and Danny Glover. Could be
a surprise Best Picture winner at
the Oscars in April.
Rated PG-13***
Twice In A Lifetime — The story
of a Seattle steel worker (Gene
Hackman), who falls for a young
er woman (Ann Margret) during
his 50th birthday celebration.
Hackman’s action devastates his
wife (Ellen Burstyn) and family.
A delightful down to earth drama
that shouldn’t be missed.
Rated R***%
Power — Richard Gere and Gene
Hackman star in Hollywood’s lat
est look at our electoral process.
The true to life action is astound
ing. The film’s end makes you
proud to be an American.
Rated R***
Eliminators — This film is a joke.
It’s a comic book type adventure
that steals ideas from Raiders Of
The Lost Ark, From Russia With
Love and nearly hundreds of other
films. A big thumbs down on this
clunker.
Rated PG*
SHADY OAK
Brazil — The new funny satire
from Terry Gilliam best known
for his Monty Python adventures.
Jonathan Pryce stars in this
memorable look at a totalitarian
society. The special effects are
excellent and add to this great
film.
Rated R***%
VARSITY
The Delta Force — Chuck Norris
and Lee Marvin lead a group of
our elite soldiers into a middle
eastern country to save an air
liner held hostage by terrorists.
This action-packed adventure is
predictable, but still worth seeing.
Rated R***
OTHER NEW RELEASES
WORTH SEEING
— This new adventure
film soars onto the screen. Oscar
winner Lou Gossett, Jr. stars as a
retired Air Force pilot who with
the help of a teenage flight jock
(Jason Gedrick) rescue his father
from a hostile Arab country. The
brillantly filmed aerial scenes in
Air Force F-16’s and rock music
in the backround highlight this
John Wayne type adventure.
Rated PG-13***^
Now Showing At
Des Peres 4’, Halls Ferry,
Kenrick and Ronnie’s 8 Cines’
Iron Eagle

Down And Out In Beverly Hills —

The story of a bum played by Nick
Nolte who tries to commit suicide
in the Beverly Hills pool of Rich
ard Dreyfuss and Bette Middler.
Dreyfuss saves Nolte and he pro
ceeds to give the three females of
the house the satisfaction they’ve
been missing. This humorous film
grows a little tiresome near the
end.
Rated R***
Now Showing At
Westport Cine’, Halls Ferry,
Kenrick, and Ronnie’s 8 Cines’
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NEW OFFICERS OF CHURCH MUSIC CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
FC President Dr. Meneve Dunham greets the new officers. L to R: Joan Weissert, Rev. Ron Brassard and Rev. Jim Telthorst.

By Stacy Wesley
FontBanner Staff
The advisory board of the Font
bonne Church Music Certificate
Program has selected three new
officers.
They are: Joan Weissert, music
coordinator for St. Catherine Laboure Parish, chairperson; Rev.
Ron Brassard, director of liturgy

Sr. Charity
Discusses
The Season

at the National Shrine of Our Lady
of the Snows, secretary/treasurer; and Rev. Jim Telthorst, di
rector of the Office of Worship of
the Archdiocese of St. Louis, vice
chairperson.
The Church Music Ministry
Program began in 1983. It has
been specifically designed for

adults who divide their time be
tween church music education
commitments, and seek an inno
vative and flexible study pro
gram.
Short, intensive courses and
workshops in liturgy planning and
performing are offered in spring,
summer, and fall semesters at
Fontbonne.

Hip-Happy Hour Pecital

By Terri Winkelmann
FontBanner Staff
I recently had the distinct pleas
ure of attending this semester’s
first performance of the Happy
By Keith Yex
Hour Recital Concert Series.
FontBanner Staff
The concert was a carefully
Fontbonne's Spring theatre sea
chosen selection of Scottish Songs
son will feature On a Clear Day
performed by soloist and faculty
You Can See Forever and Bus
member, Cynthia Speckart, ac
Stop. The FontBanner recently in
companied by Fontbonne pianist
terviewed Communication Arts
in residence, John Philips.
chairperson Sister Mary Charity
Ms. Speckart is a lyric soprano
Dalton to find out why these two
who has performed in Oklahoma,
plays were chosen to be presented
St. Louis, and with the Reiman
this Spring.
Opera in New York City. She is a
Sister Charity stated that On a
regular performer at Fontbonne
Clear Day was chosen because
recitals.
Associate Professor of Com
She began with a light medley of
munication Arts Wayne Linder
Scottish children’s poems set to
liked the play and he has wanted
music. Ms. Speckart had the kind
to direct a musical on
ness to sing them in English with
Fontbonne’s main stage for some
only Gaelic pronounciation to al
time.
low the audience to understand
Sister believes that by doing a
‘first-hand the charm of such
musical the students can expand
songs as the Man in The Moon and
their knowledge of the American
Willy Webster.
theatre by being a part of the pro
I thought this a delightful choice
duction.
for an opening, producing smiles
The play will be presented in the
of appreciation throughout the au
Fine Arts Theatre February 27th
dience and perhaps distancing the
thru March 2nd. Showtimes
day’s hassles a little.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Apparently it is not easy for a
are 8 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m.
composer to arrange music
The College’s final play of the . around someone else’s poetry, but
Spring semester will be William
this only served to give an inter
Inge’s Bus Stop. Sister stated that
esting, changing rhythm to the
Fontbonne is a member of the Col
songs, which lasted only seven
lege Theatre Council, which is
minutes in total.
made up of the chairpersons of all
The rest of the songs were
the colleges and universities in St.
longer pieces by various com
Louis.
posers and included both French
The council of approximately 12
and German songs.
meets monthly to share ideas and
The atmosphere was very re
they all decided to do a play by a
laxed. Ms. Speckart was a pleas
Missouri playwright.
ure to listen to both in her singing
Fontbonne chose William Inge
and her discourse with the au
because he was not only a Missou
dience. She preceded each song
ri playwright, but a St. Louis play
with a little information on the
wright. Sister also said she loves
story and the source.
the play and this factor had a lot
About 20 people attended the
Spring opener; however, the sud
to do with its selection.
den return of bitter cold temper
This production will take place
atures may have accounted for
April 17th thru the 20th in the Stu
the smaller-than-usual audience.
dio Theatre. Sister told the FontDr. Mary Ann Mulligan, Chair
Banner that a play is held in the
person of the Music Department,
studio theatre at least once a
said that 30 was the average au
year, because it gives the actors
dience size of last semester.
and the audience something new
Happy Hour is an apt. name for
to experience.
this concert program. I doubt that
The FontBanner would like to
anyone attending left without a
remind everyone to watch for in
smile and a good feeling.
formation on when to audition for
Bus Stop and encourages every
The recital is held in Fine Arts
one to try out.
Room 110. This is a very attrac

tive showcase for an afternoon’s
cultural indulgence. An ebony
grand piano sits on a low stage
framed by crystal chandeliers.
Beer and wine are available for
those who find them to be another
good part of any Happy Hour.
Some 6,800 Clayton residents
and another 1,000 concert-goers
were sent a Fontbonne Calendar
advertising the Happy Hour Re
citals. Newspaper and radio men
tions also help spread the word to
St. Louisans.
Billed as a chance for com
muters “to relax to music while
the rush hour traffic clears,”
Fontbonners are particularly wel
come.
Sr. Mary Ann pointed out that so
far, the faculty takes advantage
of it the most, finding it a perfect
finish to the school day.
The Happy Hour actually began
“as a way to reach our own con
stituency,” Sr. Mary Ann ex
plained. The Music Department
faculty brainstormed the idea in
an effort to bring music to the
Fontbonne community.
Following are data on future
Happy Hours.
The concerts are free, and tap
ing is allowed. What a deal! See
you there!
MUSIC
February 22th - Scholarship
Auditions For Fall 1986 in Fine
Arts 110, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
February 24th - A Happy Hour
Recital featuring John Philips
on piano in Fine Arts 110 at 4:30
p.m.
March 9th— The Laclede Quartet
will perform in the Ryan Hall
Chapel at 4 p.m.
March 16th — The Annual Font
bonne Music Festival Concert
will take place at 2 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Theatre.
ART
Paintings by Robert McKibbin
and Sheldon Tapley will be dis
played.
February 16 thru March 17 in the
library art gallery. Gallery
hours are Monday thru Thurs
day 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m., and Sunday 2 p.m. to
10 P-ip..

By Ray Pohlkotte
FontBanner Staff
A group of university scientists spent years and hundreds of thou
sands of dollars working on the ultimate computer, a machine with so
much knowledge and so much calculating power that it could answer the
questions that had vexed mankind for centuries.
Finally, the day came when they were ready to plug in their crea
tion. One of the scientists pushed the “on” button and, standing nervous
ly at the terminal, typed in the first question.
“Is there a God?” he asked.
The machine thundered back, without hesitation, “There is now.”
Jokes such as this were prevalent during the 50’s and 60’s when com
puters were regarded as mysterous entities which were of little or no use
to any one other than scientists of the government or corporate exec
utives in huge multinational corporations.
Because so few were computer-literate and those who were had
large imaginations, computers soon became the subject of sci-fi movie
thrillers in which the computer assumed its own identity, turned against
its helpless creators and eventually took over the world.
The directors of such movies had the advantage over the layman
movie-goer because most of us in the audience already believed com
puters to be incomprehensible.
People became mislead as to the true capability and uses of the
computer and, unfortunately, most of us still are.
Too many people currently denounce the advancement of computer
technology and remain ignorant of its triumphs for fear of the computer
eventually taking over all of what used to be regarded as “uniquely hu
man” skills.
But even as the computer quietly worms its way into almost every
aspect of our modern lives, it still, in no way, out-shines the miraculous
phenomenon of the human brain.
For example, scientists still marvel with discoveries about the only
mildly-understood human brain, whereas scientists created the com
puter.
Computers, swift, tireless, and accurate beyond all doubt, do seem
to have a good start on the road to super-intelligence.
However, engineers and programmers would first have to discover
what creates the human brain’s basic intelligence and unique capabil
ities before they could ever fathom incorporating them into a computer.
Fast or not, the computer is an idiot next to the human brain.
Although computers store and retrieve information at the speed of
light, they must concentrate and complete a single task at a time.
That is, the computer cannot return its prompter to the screen for
input unit! the current command has been executed.
The human brain, in contrast, efficiently controls thousands of in
ternal biochemical operations, allowing us to safely operate a moving
vehicle; scan a stereo for preferred musical enlightenment; smoke a
cigarette; hold a soda and contemplate the complex potential socio-economical ramifications involved with the deregulation of the pricing of
nuclear electricity — all at the same time.
A galaxy of not fully-comprehended brain operations are involved
each time a human being just expresses itself to another human.
Computers have to be taught how to communicate with people, and
are incapable of creative response. Humans converse randomly and un
derstandably.
A computer, with all of its accuracy and memory, still cannot trans
late human conversation because it hasn’t the capacity for deducing the
meaning of context.
For example, the phrase “Time flies like an arrow,” translated to
Russian might appear as: “Clock insects enjoy a weapon.’
The U.S. government once attempted such a translation program,
but abandoned the project after only a few trial runs.
The computer operates only upon outside command, whereas the
human brain operates according to free will. The brain can identify its
own problem and arrive at a rational solution — all by itself.
The computer must either be told or repaired, because it is re
stricted to a set of strict, predefined codes or instructions and cannot
step outside of these in order to solve problems.
The brain does not need prompting from any source. The simple
ability to go forth and correlate information at will is still a uniquely hu
man ability.
The computer is motivated by electrical impulses alone. It stores all
of its informatin in microscopic cells which are either off (0), or on (1),
and receives information by interpreting chains of these O’s and l’s ac
cording to their pre-defined meaning.
When a computer is shut off, it loses all of the information stored in
its random access memory (RAM). The human brain uses a similar
technique for data storage, except that it is done chemically, not elec
tronically, thus, enabling “long-term” memory.
Computers can only do what they are told. They did not place them
selves in charge of supermarkets, librarires, government agencies, and
many of other positions; people did - and for good reason.
Namely, computers can save large amoimts of space for data stor
age and can save incredible amounts of time performing tedious and
boring tasks.
They are also incredibly useful in performing complex mathemati
cal and formulative equations that would take hours of pencil pushin for
a human.
Their only advantage is that of speed and accuracy of given infor
mation - they have no self initiaive. And keep in mind that a human
must first teach them what to do with the information.
It seems apparent, to this writer anyway, that the question which
vexes mankind should not be when the computer will replace humans,
but if mankind even has enough knowledge about itself to teach a com
puter to duplicate human ability - which it does not.
The computer will never pose a threat to mankind, its creator, sim-
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NEW EXTENDED HOURS
TO SERVE F.C. BETTER:
Sunday 12 p.m.-l a.m. Monday-Thursday 11 a.m. until 1:00 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. until 2:00 a.m.

Cut-Out Coupon Sheet
Save these Coupons and use one for Each
Delicious Pantera’s Order - Delivered FREE!

Save
$1.00

^$r° off

831-8000

831-8000
: Save
: $2.36

\ 831-8000
;S$1.98 off
. A Large
:VS1.78 off
J t Medium

$2
00 off
Any Medium
or Large Pizza

SUPER
SODA
SPECIAL
2
pr->f7r'
r* BY Hr*

i 831-8000

* **

This coupon good for $2 off ;
your favorite pizza delivered I
HOT & FREE
’.
Not Valid with any Other Coupon

*

................................................................................f

4 FREE 16 oz. bottles of
Coke, Diet Coke or Sprite
with the purchase of a Medium
or Large Pizza. Eat-in, Carry
out, or Delivery.
Not Valid with any Other Coupon

This coupon good for 2 free
toppings added to your
Medium or Large pizza. Eat-in,
Carry-out or Delivery.

TOPPINGS

Not Valid with any Other Coupon

• • • • fl •

Save
$2.95

V
831-8000

: Save
• $1.99

FREE
Dell
Sandwich

FREE

; 831-8000
: Save

Not Valid with any Other Coupon

............................................................................. I
■

Save
$2.00

. ....................................

This coupon good for your
favorite pizza delivered
HOT & FREE

Garden
Fresh Salad

<^3^- DINNER

: 831-8000

Special

$5.99

FREE Deli Sandwich with the pur
chase of a Regular size pizza. 4
delicious types available Roast Beef.
Canadian (Smoked Ham), Premo
(Smoked Ham & Salami), or
Turkey. Not valid with any other
coupon.

Free Salad with the purchase
of any Small, Medium or
Large pizza.
Not Valid with any Other Coupon

Coupon offer good for Small
one-topping Pizza; Cheese
Garlic Bread; and one 16 oz.
bottle of Soda.
Not Valid with any Other Coupon

ply because mankind will always be in charge of the computer’s next ad
vancement.
Computers are, and were, created for our convenience and not for
our hinderance. They are inescapably a part of everyday life — like it or
not.
It is illogical to surmise that mankind will ever be able to create a
machine that is more “intelligent” than it is — and certainly not until
humans fully understand their own minds.
Therefore, the joke at the beginning of this article should end like
this: The scientists gathered together for an urgent conference, in order
to control the new beast — and after only a few moments of discussion,
decided to unplug it: because we are in control.
This writer can only advise that you spend a little of your time learn
ing something of these fascinating — yet tame — creatures; otherwise,
expect to become a janitor, sweeping around them for the rest of your
lives.
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Women’s Softball Program Starts
Z's Corner
By Dan Zarrick
FontBanner Sports Editor
Tidbits on the world of
sports . . .
According to a reliable source,
Fontbonne is very close to strik
ing a deal with Concordia Semi
nary that
would
make
Concordia’s gym readily avail
able to all Fontbonne students.
(How’s that for a major scoop?)
You’ve got to respect the few
ladies who are still proudly play
ing basketball for the sake of
Fontbonne.
How on earth could the Blues
trade Joey Mullen for three flick
ering Flames? Mullen was the
only pure goal scorer the Blues
ever had.
I’m no entertainment editor,
but of the two current sports films
showing, Best of Times is worth a
look, Youngblood isn’t.
Kudos go to Lisa Melsheimer,
Kim Hartmann, and Joe Bathon.
They are 1985 Little College AllAmericans. Lisa and Kim for vol
leyball and Joe for soccer. (Did I
spell the names right for once?)
What’s this I hear about Joe
Lengyel going to Webster as Jack
Jamieson's assistant? The two
have been together for years and
they make a formidable duo.
Another one of my reliable
sources told me that the members
of Webster’s soccer team were at
first vehemently upset with the
hiring of Jameison. It appears
now that the players’ fire has
cooled considerably.
How 'bout them Bears? I’ve
never seen a defense as dominat
ing as Buddy Ryan’s 46 — have
you?
It’s fun writing a sports column
for a school that doesn’t even have
a stadium.
What if Don Denkinger had
called Jorge Orta out at first
base? Would the Cards be
champs? Would Joaquin Andujar
still be around?
One of my unreliable sources
told me that Jack Jamieson and
Bill Bidwill had lunch the other
day and it concerned the Big
Red’s open coaching position.
Who knows?
What happened to Men’s
Basketball at Fontbonne?
Homecoming Theme
Contest
The Homecoming Committee
needs a theme for Homecoming
1986. The contest is open to all
students, alumni, faculty and
staff. Get your creative minds
together and come up with a
winning slogan!
Submit entries to Public Re
lations Office. Contest Deadline
is March 18.
FACULTY FACTS
The Rev. Jack Fleming, vice president
for student affairs, was a member of the
visiting committee of the North Central
Association's evaluation of the Christian
Brothers College High School last
semester.
Sister Mary Carol Anth, chairperson of
the Department of Home Economics,
accepted an appointment to the Scholar
ship Committee of the St. Louis Suburban
Home Economics Teachers Association.
Sister Marie Damien Adams, Vice Pres
ident for Academic Affairs and Dean, re
ceived a Certificate of Leadership from
the YWCA of Metropolitan St. Louis in rec
ognition of her contributions to Fontbonne
College.

WASH U. JUMP
FC center (left) out stretches Wash U. center at mid-court.

Lady Griffins BKB Team
FontBanner Staff Report
The script has been familiar for
the Fontbonne Women’s Basket
ball Team this season. Every
game seems so much like the
others.
In the first half, Fontbonne
plays good ball and stays close to
its opponent. The second half is
another story. Fontbonne’s first
five or six women are compara
tive to the first five or six of the
opponent. The only problem is
that Fontbonne only has five or
six while the opponents usually
have eleven or twelve.
So when the second half wears
on, the Griffins’ motors run weak
and Fontbonne’s challenger
usually runs away with a victory.
Meramec and MacMurray Col
lege represent the only two wins
for the Griffins after fourteen
games. Still, Fontbonne hasn’t
quit.
The team is down to five mem
bers: Veronica Ohnemus, Shelley
Ellmo, Debbie Lubsch, Joanne
Barton, and Lisa Kleubusch.
Kathy Macke and Nancy Linhoff
occasionally help out.
Karen Hipp would be a sixth,
but she was injured in the first

game and is out for the year.
Coach Karl Lubsch has been
more than pleased with the Grif
fins’ efforts. “They’ve remained
competitive,” the coach noted,
“I’m sure they are as frustrated
as I am.”
Lubsch longs for the day when
Fontbonne will field nine or ten
players so they at least have
someone to scrimmage against.
Lubsch has already sent out quite
a few letters to prospective play
ers for next year.
“I’m happy with our nucleus,”
the coach said, “I know the girls
get tired, but they’re five good
players.”
What Lubsch wants is about five
more ladies to add to the nucleus
of which Veronica Ohnemus reigns
as the “old lady” on the club while
being only a junior.
Each women puts in equal time
for this very unselfish team. The
scoring has been so well balanced
that in a recent game, each mem
ber scored in double figures. For
statistics sake, Shelley Ellmo is
the leading scorer.
Debbie Lubsch calls the Griffins
“scrappy,” a fitting definiton for
a team that won’t quit.

Men's Soccer Coach Leaves
FontBanner Staff Report
It’s official. Jack Jamieson, the
central figure in the short history
of Men’s Soccer at Fontbonne, has
resigned as coach to take a simi
lar position at Webster University
Ironically, the announcement
came on the heels of Fontbonne’s
first-ever national championship.
Jamieson was named NLCAA
Coach of the Year for his efforts.
Jamieson, who put the soccer
program on its feet five years ago,
said there were absolutely no ill
feelings toward Fontbonne and
that his decision was based on the
potential that Webster offered
him. Jamieson, in fact, spoke
very highly of everyone at Font
bonne.
“Fontbonne gave me the oppor
tunity to coach at the college level
and I’ll always be grateful.”
Jamieson not only will have his
pay hiked substantially, he will
also have more of a budget to
work with at Webster, an NCAA
Division III school that Jamieson
thinks is a bit more ambitious of
putting out a winner than Font
bonne.

NLCAA COACH OF THE YEAR
Five year veteran Soccer Coach Jack
Jamieson makes his move to Web
ster's fields.

Jamieson is ambitious as well.
He sees himself coaching at Web
ster for no more than three years.
Then he plans on being able to
tackle an Athletic Director post
before ultimately finding a spot
with a Division I school.
“This job gives me the opportu
nity to grow. I wish Fontbonne the
best of luck.”
And Fontbonne wishes the
coach the best of luck as well.

By Veronica Ohnemus
FontBanner Staff
“I expect a turnout of women
who want to improve their skills;
become part of a team effort and
have an opportunity to form comraderie that will be meaningful to
them,” said Dodi Robinson of
women’s softball.
“When they graduate, I hope
they will think back to their team
mates and the personal things
learned when one is part of a
team,” said Robinson, co-coach of
the 1986 women’s softball team.
Off-the-record, she was heard
saying that anyone who can dis
tinguish a softball from a basket
ball or volleyball gets to play.
Teaming up with Dodi will be
Fontbonne Athletic Director Lee
O’Donnell.
“I was on leave last year, so I
wasn’t here during softball
season,” commented Robinson,
“I was just talking to Lee one day
in Student Services and said I’d be
glad to help, so I am.”
An attempt to establish a
Women’s Softball team was first
made last Spring when many of
Fontbonne’s freshman expressed
a desire to play.
O’Donnell and Volleyball coach
Gary Custer talked it over and de
cided to start the ball rolling, or
-flying as the case may be.
A number of players turned out,
but due to inclement weather,
many practices and most games
had to be cancelled. The team on
ly managed to squeeze in two
games between rain drops, losing
to both Forest Park and Mary
ville.
“We’re just trying to get the
program started, if the interest is
there,” commented O’Donnell.
“We hope to play between three
and six games depending on the
weather. Forest Park, Maryville,
Lindenwood, and Flo Valley
(Florrisant Valley Community
College) have all expressed an in
terest in playing us.”
All students interested in softball are encouraged to come out
whether they be high school stars
or who only know that a softball is
bigger than a baseball.
“This is fast pitch softball, and
we really need a couple of pit
chers, but it’s really open to
anyone interested, no matter
what the skill level,” said O’Don
nell.
Managers and stats people are
also in demand — male or female.
States Robinson, “Those people
are an integral part of any team
and are relied upon by the players
for information such as . . . where
did the ball go last time she (a
player) was up.”
Practice is slated to start before
Spring Break (approximately the
first of March) and will be held in
Medaille Meadow or at Wydown
Junior High, possibly even Con
cordia Seminary. All games will
be played away, the first b^ing
, sometime in early April.
The coach’s final words: “I’m
looking forward to the laughter
and the work,” said Robinson.
“My goals are to play a few
games, have some fun, get the
program started and just play
softball,” said O’Donnell.
Those interested should contact
the offices of O’Donnell in Student
Services or Robinson in Ryan 406.

